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REVIEWS:


This article evaluates the prognostic importance of the Model for End-stage Liver Disease excluding international normalized ratio (MELD-XI) score after heart transplant. They query the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) database (1994 to 2014).

The MELD score was initially implemented for listing priority of liver transplant recipients. MELD is calculated using baseline serum creatinine, serum bilirubin and international normalized ratio (INR). Since patients undergoing heart transplantation are often on oral warfarin therapy, the authors chose to calculate the MELD-XI score, which does not depend on the INR. This evaluation is important because the presence of hepatic or renal dysfunction might be reflection of many pathophysiological pathways, including significant right side failure but also HF-unrelated causes and have been shown to have prognostic implication after cardiac surgery, in particular after left ventricular assist device (LVAD) implantation. Furthermore, risk stratification in patients listed for cardiac transplantation is essential to optimize survival and organ allocation. The authors argued that despite the development of many scoring systems, their complexity might preclude their bedside applicability. The primary end-points studied were early (30-day) and late mortality. Secondary end-points were other post-operative outcomes.

The MELD-XI score was calculated using the creatinine and bilirubin values obtained before heart transplant from the transplant recipient registration (TRR) form according to the following formula: MELD-XI = 11.76 (ln creatinine) + 5.112 (ln total bilirubin) + 9.44. Patients with missing creatinine or bilirubin values were excluded from the analysis. In addition to analyzing MELD-XI score as a continuous variable, patients were also categorized into quartiles based on MELD-XI score (Q1: <7.02; Q2: 7.02 to10.67; Q3:10.67 to 14.43; Q4: >14.43).

The score could be calculated in 36 005 patients (90.6% of the UNOS database); most were male (75.9%), white (74.7%), and transplanted as Status 1A (34.2%). Their mean age at transplant was 52.27±11.99 years. Median MELD-XI score was 10.67 (interquartile range [IQR] 7.02 to 14.43). Patients with higher MELD-XI were slightly older and more likely to be male, black and have Status1A. They were also more acutely ill and more likely to have TAH, BiVAD, IABP, ECMO, ventilator and inotropes and infection before transplantation. Donors tended to be older and more likely male.
Of the 36,005 patients transplanted during the twenty years of the study period, 1,966 (5.5%) patients died within 30 days of transplant. Early mortality increased from 3.7% in those with MELD-XI scores <5 to 28.0% in those with MELD-XI scores >30. Not surprisingly, high MELD-XI was also associated with increased morbidity such as infections, stroke, renal replacement therapy, rejection and prolonged hospitalization. Interestingly, MELD-XI score was also associated with late survival from infections and cerebrovascular disease, but except for graft failure, there was no difference in deaths from cardiovascular causes, pulmonary disease, hemorrhage or malignancy.

The authors concluded that:

1) Hepato-renal dysfunction, measured with MELD-XI score, predicts morbidity and mortality in patients undergoing orthotopic heart transplantation.

2) The etiology of hepato-renal dysfunction should be sought and treated before heart transplantation: A high MELD score should prompt a liver biopsy to identify the level of liver injury and rule-out the end-stage cirrhosis that precludes heart transplantation. Another approach would be to use transient hemodynamic support; patients with irreversible and severe hepaticorrenal dysfunction may qualify for dual-organ transplantation.

3) Interestingly, in the present study, the calculated MELD-XI score had prognostic implications in addition to serum creatinine and serum bilirubin, which comprised the actual score. This leads the authors to speculate that both renal and liver dysfunction have a compounding and additive adverse.

These findings are important. However it might be impossible clinically to optimize the hemodynamics and volemia in this very sick population, with more than one third of patients being listed as status IA and 60% on some circulatory support (inotropes or mechanical). Nevertheless, these data suggest that liver and kidney evaluation are crucial before cardiac transplantation and that the MELD-XI should be calculated for prognostic information.


The referenced article by Givens, et al. examines the impact of the United States Network of Organ Sharing (UNOS) policy on multiple listing (ML). ML is a policy within the United States where patients maybe simultaneously listed at geographically distinct transplant centers. ML was introduced in 1987 to provide patients greater access to medical care and has been a source of periodic controversy over the past 28 years. ML is not an international standard. Eurotransplant (ET), an OPTN consortium of 8 countries within central Europe, prohibits simultaneous listing at 2 centers within or outside of the ET Zone. https://www.eurotransplant.org/cms/mediaobject.php?file=Chapter2_recipient14.pdf

The analysis is relevant because only some insurers cover the costs of ML, and state subsidized medical assistance, which covers the poorest and most needy patients, rarely covers out of state medical services. Furthermore, even if private insurance covers services at secondary centers, it does not cover costs associated with transportation and lodging incurred while living away from home and awaiting transplantation. The question raised then is whether ML allows wealthier and more privileged patients increased assess to organs.

The authors query the UNOS database for all patients listed for heart transplant between 2000-2013, and stratified them as to single listing (SL) and ML. They identify 679 patients (2.0 % of all listed patients) who were listed at multiple centers. In terms of baseline characteristics, ML patients had characteristics associated with a longer wait time (Blood Type O, Increased weight, lower UNOS priority at time of initial listing), and were
less likely to receive mechanical circulatory support. ML patients were more often Caucasian and male, have private insurance and a higher socioeconomic status, as determined by their ZIP Code.

The salient findings were that ML patients were much less likely to receive a transplant at their initial listing center (4.9 % vs. 70.0 %, p < 0.0001), but had a higher transplant rate overall (74.4 % vs. 70.0 %, p = 0.0196). Not surprisingly, 70.3 % ML patients registered at a secondary center with a lower median wait time than their primary center. Median wait times at ML secondary centers were significantly lower than those at their primary centers (105 days [53-153] vs 151 days [114-201], p < 0.0001). Furthermore, ML patients had a lower crude waitlist mortality (8.1 % vs. 12.2 %, p = 0.0011).

The authors reach 4 primary conclusions:

1. Adult patients who pursue ML have baseline characteristics which predict longer wait times
2. ML provides enhanced access to transplant with a lower WL mortality
3. ML patients have higher incomes and are more likely to have private insurance
4. ML patients are not as critically ill through their wait time, and have less need for mechanical circulatory support.

Equitable access to organs is a critical tenant to transplant medicine. The public is keenly aware of this, and the referenced article received attention in the lay press, under the headline “…researchers detail how the wealthy game the system.” https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/to-your-health/wp/2015/11/11/inequality-in-u-s-organ-transplants-researchers-detail-how-the-wealthy-game-the-system/

The authors contend that “continued allowance of ML stands at odds with the ethical principles that govern human organ allocation and that it should be reconsidered at the national level.” The study is limited by its retrospective nature, and some of the necessary assumptions required for this type of analysis (utilizing ZIPcodes as surrogates for mortality), though the findings are provocative, and call for further investigation.
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